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Abstract 27 

Previous research has demonstrated performance inefficiencies among perfectionists, 28 

which may be mitigated via the adoption of ‘good enough’ heuristic-based information 29 

acquisition strategies; particularly in complex tasks. This study investigated whether training 30 

perfectionists to use reduced-processing strategies during decision-making could reduce their 31 

checking and maximising tendencies, improve their accuracy, and reduce time on task.  Sixty 32 

participants completed eight decision scenarios; two at pre-training, four during training, and 33 

two at post-training. Scenarios were from firefighting and crime scene investigation contexts, 34 

which required participants to access feature-related text boxes to acquire information on 35 

three possible options. Firefighting and CSI scenarios were used to gauge performance and 36 

mental demand at both pre- and post-training. Participants were assigned to one of the three 37 

training conditions: Control (i.e., no training), Elimination by Aspects, and Satisficing. All 38 

participants completed four firefighting tasks, receiving feedback on each. Participants then 39 

completed two perfectionism measures to assess their relative levels of Perfectionistic 40 

Concerns and Perfectionistic Strivings. Perfectionistic concerns significantly predicted 41 

changes in accuracy, latency, unique features accessed, and recursions made during decision-42 

making. Participants who trained in reduced-processing strategies did not significantly 43 

improve task performance (compared to control), however did show a reduction in the 44 

number of unique features accessed. Further, perfectionism did significantly explain 45 

variability in change scores but to different extents depending on task context. While training 46 

translated to greater reductions in the number of unique features accessed, other proposed 47 

benefits of using reduced-processing strategies were not observed. The study contributes to 48 

knowledge of human-centred design and elucidates the factors that may influence the 49 

successful introduction and adoption of reduced-processing or other training strategies. 50 
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Using Reduced-Processing Training to Improve Decision Efficiency among Perfectionists 76 

Perfectionism encompasses a constant striving for flawlessness and excessively high 77 

standards, together with an overly critical self-evaluation when these standards are not met 78 

(Flett & Hewitt, 2002). At work, perfectionists experience increased levels of stress, are slow 79 

in decision-making, procrastinate, and avoid assigned tasks (Ellam-Dyson & Palmer, 2010). 80 

Understanding how to minimise their perfectionistic behaviors is critical to improving 81 

perfectionists’ effectiveness at work (Stoddart & Clance, 2017). 82 

 Perfectionism and performance 83 

Factor analyses have revealed two higher-order factors: perfectionistic strivings (PS) 84 

and perfectionistic concerns (PC) (Enns & Cox, 2002; Frost, Heimberg, Holt, Mattia, & 85 

Neubauer, 1993; Stoeber & Otto, 2006). PS encapsulate self-oriented striving for perfection, 86 

high personal standards of performance, but less worry about making mistakes (McArdle, 87 

2010). In contrast, PC encapsulate concerns over making mistakes, persistent doubts about 88 

one’s actions, and fears of negative social evaluation (Damian, Stoeber, Negru-Subtirica, & 89 

Baban, 2016; Enns & Cox, 2002).  90 

The two perfectionism dimensions demonstrate differential effects with performance 91 

in various domains. Higher levels of PS are positively related to performance in relation to 92 

number of competitive music awards (Stoeber & Eismann, 2007), scores in aptitude tests 93 

such as reasoning and work sample tests (Stoeber & Kersting, 2007), and accuracy in 94 

laboratory tasks (Kobori & Tanno, 2005; Stoeber, Chesterman, & Tarn, 2010). On the other 95 

hand, PC has not shown any significant correlations with performance in these tasks, with the 96 

relationship between PC and performance thought to be more ambiguous (Kobori & Tanno, 97 

2005; Stoeber et al., 2010; Stoeber, 2012; Stoeber & Eismann, 2007). 98 

Two studies (Stoeber, 2011; Stoeber & Eysenck, 2008) investigated the relationship 99 

between students’ PS and PC with their relative performance on proof-reading tasks. Both 100 
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studies showed empirical evidence that PS, but not PC, were negatively correlated to task 101 

efficiency. However, Stoeber (2011) highlighted that these findings might be limited to proof-102 

reading tasks and further research using other types of tasks was needed. Indeed, PC might 103 

also impact time, and overall task or job performance, but such effects may only arise when 104 

considering the more complex tasks typically encountered in work environments such as 105 

information gathering and decision-making. 106 

Perfectionism and complex tasks. 107 

Upon surveying a sample of 300 college students, Bubić (2015) found PC, as 108 

measured on Frost et al.’s (1990) Concern Over Mistakes and Doubts scale, to be positively 109 

related to maximising. In maximising, decision-makers collect and reflect on all relevant 110 

information in order to decide on the best possible outcome (Appelt, Milch, Handgraaf, & 111 

Weber, 2011). Thus, perhaps it is only in more complex tasks that the time and effort used in 112 

maximising strategies by those with PC can be seen to impact task efficiency.  113 

Ishida (2005) analysed the computer-based information gathering strategy of 114 

university students who were split into high (perfectionists) and low (non-perfectionists) 115 

groups based on their scores on the Perfectionism Cognitions Inventory (PCI; Flett, Hewitt, 116 

Blankstein, & Gray, 1998). Participants were given 20 minutes to study information on a 117 

“Mammoth Revival Project” by accessing various information screens, followed by 10 118 

minutes to answer 20 test questions based on important pieces of information. Results 119 

showed that perfectionists invested more time looking at irrelevant information and scored 120 

lower on the test than non-perfectionists. These findings imply that perfectionists might 121 

benefit from engaging “good enough” strategies that they can apply during decision-making, 122 

and systematically learn to let go of their checking and maximising behaviors. Consequently, 123 

reduced-processing strategies may offer promise.  124 
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Reduced-processing strategies. 125 

Reduced-processing strategies, such as Satisficing (Simon, 1957) and Elimination by 126 

Aspects (EBA; Tversky, 1972) are techniques that help decrease the amount of information 127 

acquired and processed by either limiting the number of options that require consideration or 128 

the number of features that are associated with these options (Wickens & McCarley, 2008).  129 

Using complex decision environments such as in aviation, forensic investigation, and 130 

firefighting, recent studies have explored how different reduced-processing strategies affect 131 

the quality of decision outcomes (e.g., Morrison et al., 2010; Perry et al., 2012; Wiggins & 132 

Bollwerk, 2006). Morrison and colleagues (2010) recruited 40 forensic science students for a 133 

computer-based decision simulator experiment, which required participants to determine 134 

which of three fingerprints found at a crime scene possessed the greatest evidential value, and 135 

therefore should be prioritised for collection. Fourteen feature descriptions for each of three 136 

fingerprint options were provided and participants acquired information through four 137 

different interfaces, which limited the number of features that could be considered at any one 138 

time. The study revealed that the Satisficing interface enabled participants to perform with 139 

similar accuracy to the EBA interface despite using a relatively incomplete information 140 

search strategy.  141 

Perry et al. (2012) examined the decision-making behavior of 77 Fireground Incident 142 

Commanders in determining the optimal entry point to extract a victim from a simulated 143 

burning building. They found that using reduced-processing interfaces, based on the EBA and 144 

Satisficing strategies, encouraged less-experienced personnel to focus on information 145 

perceived as most critical to the decision process and therefore acquire information in a 146 

similar method to experienced personnel. The researchers suggested that using EBA and 147 

Satisficing actively reduced the demands on users’ working memory, enabling less-148 
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experienced personnel to retain more information, and thus access a similar (reduced) number 149 

of feature displays and repeated features as experienced personnel.  150 

Perry, Wiggins, Childs, and Fogarty (2013) further investigated how the relevance and 151 

frequency of features impacted the reduced-processing training of 128 naive decision-makers 152 

in firefighting. Participants were grouped into conditions that varied by the type of reduced-153 

processing interface (i.e., Satisficing or EBA), whether features to consider were participant-154 

selected or experience-prescribed, and if training was given or withheld. Results showed that 155 

merely the provision of training did not improve decision accuracy nor was there a difference 156 

solely due to the reduced-processing strategy engaged. The study established that Satisficing 157 

training produced greater decision accuracy than EBA training only when participants were 158 

trained with relevant expert-determined features. The researchers concluded that because the 159 

Satisficing interface presents less features and therefore limits the amount of information 160 

processed to the most relevant features, the demands on working memory are reduced, and 161 

inexperienced decision-makers have more cognitive resources available to understand how to 162 

use those features to improve decision accuracy.  163 

The Present Study. 164 

The present study aimed to explore how PS and PC impact decision-making 165 

performance, in terms of accuracy, time on task, and patterns of perfectionistic behaviors 166 

such as checking and maximising. Furthermore, as perfectionists may tend to apply the same 167 

maximising principles regardless of the type or complexity of the task, the present study 168 

aimed to train perfectionists to be more adaptive decision-makers by learning to engage 169 

reduced-processing strategies (i.e., either EBA or Satisficing) to counter their checking and 170 

maximising tendencies. By training perfectionists to focus on the more critical features, the 171 

present study aimed to improve their decision accuracy, reduce their time on task (decision 172 

latency), or both.  173 
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Using the forensic crime scene investigation (CSI) and firefighting decision tasks 174 

depicted in Morrison et al. (2010) and Perry et al. (2013) respectively, the present study tested 175 

participants on their decision efficiency (i.e., accuracy and latency) and observed their 176 

behaviors in information acquisition (i.e., the number of different features and the number of 177 

times each feature is accessed) before and after training.  We hypothesised that at pre-178 

training, individuals with higher perfectionism scores would have lower decision accuracy 179 

(H1a), longer decision latency (H1b), more feature recursions (H1c), and access more unique 180 

features (H1d) than those with lower perfectionism scores.  181 

Participants during the training phase performed a series of firefighting tasks taken 182 

from Perry et al.’s (2013) study. Participants in the EBA training condition were provided 183 

with a list of the features ranked by how frequently each was used in experienced decision-184 

making, and a similar but shorter ranked list of the most frequently used features were 185 

provided in the Satisficing training condition. It was hypothesised that training in reduced-186 

processing strategies compared to not receiving such training, would result in greater 187 

increases in decision accuracy (H2a), greater decreases in latency (H2b), greater decreases in 188 

cognitive demand (H2c), and a greater reduction in both the number of feature recursions 189 

(H2d) and unique features accessed (H2e). 190 

It was further hypothesised that participants trained in Satisficing would have greater 191 

decreases in decision accuracy (H3a), greater decreases in latency (H3b), greater increases in 192 

cognitive demand (H3c) and greater decreases in feature recursions (H3d) and unique features 193 

accessed (H3e), compared to those trained in EBA. Moreover, it was hypothesised that these 194 

improvements in task performance would be greater for participants with higher levels of 195 

perfectionism than those with lower levels of perfectionism (H4). 196 

In terms of real-world application, it is important that the benefits from training in 197 

decision-making using reduced-processing strategies extend beyond the particular task that 198 
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was used during the training scenarios. Test scenarios using two different contexts were 199 

therefore used to investigate the generalisability of reduced-processing training.  200 

Method 201 

Participants 202 

The naïve convenience sample of 60 participants comprised undergraduate 203 

psychology students enrolled at the Australian College of Applied Psychology (ACAP) and 204 

members of the general public. The participants ranged in age from 18 to 58 years (M = 205 

34.92, SD = 9.01), with 17 identifying as male and 43 as female. A performance-based 206 

incentive (entry into a lucky draw) was used to motivate participants during training. This 207 

research complied with the Australian Psychological Society Code of Ethics and was 208 

approved by the ACAP Human Research Ethics Committee. Informed consent was obtained 209 

from each participant. 210 

Materials 211 

Measures.  212 

Perfectionism. The Striving for Perfection Scale (Stoeber et al., 2010; Stoeber & 213 

Rambow, 2007) was used to measure participants’ level of PS. Participants had to respond to 214 

five items in the context of work (or school), using a 7-point Likert scale. A total score for PS 215 

was computed by summing the scores on all five items. This measure has previously 216 

demonstrated good reliability; Cronbach’s alpha = .88 (Stoeber et al., 2010). 217 

The combined subscales of concern over mistakes and doubts over actions from the 218 

original FMPS (Frost et al., 1990) were used to measure participants’ level of PC. This 219 

Concern over Mistakes and Doubts subscale has shown good reliability, Cronbach’s alpha = 220 

.88 (Stoeber, 1998). Participants responded to 13 items on a 5-point Likert scale. A total score 221 

for PC was computed by summing the scores on all 13 items.  222 
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Mental demand. The mental demand subscale of the NASA Task Load Index (NASA-223 

TLX; Hart & Staveland, 1988) was used to measure the perceived cognitive demand required 224 

to complete each task. Participants responded on a 0 to 100-point range which was divided 225 

into 5-point increments. 226 

Stimuli. 227 

Firefighting task. Six scenarios from Perry et al.’s (2013) study were used in the 228 

firefighting task. Two were used as test scenarios and the remaining four were used as 229 

training scenarios. Each scenario required participants to decide within five minutes which of 230 

three entry points to a burning building was most suitable for rescuing a trapped victim. 231 

Participants were required to base their decision on a set of eight features related to each 232 

option (e.g., structural damage). 233 

CSI task. Two scenarios from Morrison et al.’s (2010) study were used in the CSI 234 

task. Each scenario required participants to decide which of three optional fingerprints had 235 

the greatest evidential value to aid in crime investigation (and would therefore be prioritised 236 

in collection). Participants were required to base their decision on a set of 14 features related 237 

to each option (e.g., surface texture). They were given six minutes to complete the task. 238 

Decision simulator and DSS interfaces. The decision simulator programme (Freer & 239 

Wiggins, 2004) presented the firefighting and CSI tasks in a variety of interfaces. Three 240 

decision options and their related features were displayed in all three interfaces, but the 241 

number and presentation of features differed. Participants clicked on the feature to reveal its 242 

value corresponding to a particular option. When participants indicated that they were ready 243 

to make a decision, a different screen was revealed for them to click on their decision choice. 244 

The simulator comprised three training conditions: control (i.e., no training; the full list of 245 

features displayed on the same screen), EBA, and Satisficing (see Figures 1 and 2 for a 246 

diagrammatic representation of the EBA and Satisficing interfaces, respectively). 247 
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******************* 248 

Figure 1 about here 249 

******************* 250 

******************* 251 

Figure 2 about here 252 

******************* 253 

 254 

Ranked feature lists. The eight features used in the firefighting task were ranked 255 

according to their frequency of use by experienced firefighters (as determined by Perry et al., 256 

2012). During the training phase, a full list of ranked features was provided in the EBA 257 

condition, whereas a shorter list of the top five ranked features was provided in the 258 

Satisficing condition for participants to refer to. 259 

Feedback cards. Feedback cards revealing the most suitable to the least suitable entry 260 

point for each firefighting scenario were prepared. For the CSI scenarios, the name of the 261 

location which held the fingerprint with the most evidential value was printed on the 262 

feedback card. 263 

Procedure 264 

All participants were tested individually in controlled settings. Upon providing 265 

consent, participants were given a demonstration on the decision simulator to familiarise 266 

themselves with the interface. Following the demonstration, the experiment commenced, and 267 

participants completed tasks within three distinct phases: pre-training, training, and post-268 

training. Scenarios were presented in a counterbalanced order that was determined by the 269 

participant number and assigned training condition.  270 

In the pre-training test phase, participants completed a firefighting task followed by a 271 

CSI task that would establish their baseline performance scores. After completing each task, 272 
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participants were first asked to provide a rating on the mental demand subscale, and were 273 

then shown the feedback card for the task.  274 

In the training phase, 20 participants were assigned to each of the three training 275 

conditions: control (i.e., no training), EBA, and Satisficing. Before participants in the EBA 276 

and Satisficing conditions began, they were provided with their respective ranked list of 277 

features that was visibly placed throughout the duration of the training phase. In addition, 278 

referring to this ranked list, participants in the EBA condition were given an extra minute and 279 

required to order the features on a special ranking screen before they commenced the 280 

information acquisition process. This ensured that features were presented one screen at a 281 

time from the most commonly considered to the least commonly considered, to model the 282 

EBA heuristic.  283 

 All participants completed four firefighting tasks and for each task, they were shown 284 

the corresponding feedback card after a decision option had been chosen. 285 

In the post-training test phase, participants completed a firefighting task followed by a 286 

CSI task. Similar to the pre-training phase, after completing each task, participants provided a 287 

mental demand rating and were then shown the respective feedback card. Upon completion of 288 

the experiment, participants completed the perfectionism and demographic measures.  289 

   290 

Results 291 

Analytic strategy  292 

Multiple regression was determined to be the most suitable method to analyse the 293 

effects of PS, PC, and reduced-processing training on the various task outcome variables. The 294 

two higher-order dimensions of PS and PC are known to be significantly correlated, often 295 

showing large-sized correlations (Stoeber & Gaudreau, 2017) and both IVs were measured on 296 

a continuous interval scale. Regression analysis allowed for more analytical precision by 297 
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preserving the full range of continuous IVs, unlike an alternative method such as analysis of 298 

variance (ANOVA), which can result in the loss of information and unequal cell sizes due to 299 

the rendering of the continuous IVs into discrete levels (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013).  300 

Age and gender scores were found to be significantly correlated with some of the 301 

DVs. Given the potential to confound the associations between the other predictors and 302 

outcomes, all subsequent analyses were adjusted for age and gender by entering it as the first 303 

step in the hierarchical multiple regression analyses to control for their effects.  304 

Data Reduction 305 

Task performance data  306 

For each task, the number of unique features accessed was calculated by summing the 307 

number of different features that had been clicked on at least once. The number of recursions 308 

was calculated by summing the number of repeated clicks on each feature. Task latency was 309 

defined as the time (in seconds) taken to complete the task, from the first presentation of the 310 

scenario description to the final click on the decision choice.  311 

Accuracy was calculated using a reverse discrepancy score. For each decision 312 

scenario, subject matter experts (SMEs) ranked the three options from most appropriate to 313 

least appropriate. Participants were given an accuracy score based on how it matched the 314 

SMEs’ opinions: “3” = most appropriate; “2” = next most appropriate; “1” = least 315 

appropriate. 316 

Training variables 317 

As the type of training received was a discrete variable, planned contrasts were used 318 

to dummy code the training variable into two appropriate dichotomous variables that could be 319 

used as predictors in a regression. One contrast compared training in the two types of 320 

reduced-processing strategies with the control (no training) group (“RPvC”), and the other 321 

contrast was between Satisficing and EBA (“SvEBA”).   322 
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Hierarchical Regression Analyses for the Pre-training Phase 323 

A series of hierarchical regression analyses were performed to determine if PS and PC 324 

predicted performance scores on the firefighting and CSI tasks. Age and gender were entered 325 

as control variables in Step 1, and the perfectionism variables of PC and PS were entered 326 

together in Step 2.  327 

Firefighting task.  328 

Both PS and PC did not significantly predict accuracy (H1a), latency (H1b), recursions 329 

(H1c), nor unique features accessed (H1d) in the firefighting task during the pre-training phase. 330 

Moreover, perfectionism failed to explain a significant amount of variance in these outcome 331 

variables.  332 

CSI task.  333 

Results of the regression analysis of accuracy on age, gender, and perfectionism 334 

variables are detailed in Table 1. Perfectionism significantly explained 8% of the variance in 335 

accuracy scores (H1a), ΔR2 = .08, F(2, 53) = 3.20, p = .049, f2 = .09 (small effect). Although 336 

PC did not reach statistical significance as a predictor, t(53) = -2.24, p = .078, inspection of 337 

the semi-partial correlation showed a small correlation with accuracy scores (sr = -.25). This 338 

suggests that participants with higher levels of PC were less accurate than those with lower 339 

levels of PC. 340 

Perfectionism was not found to significantly explain the variance in latency (H1b), 341 

recursions scores (H1c), and unique features (H1d). PC and PS were also not significant 342 

predictors of these performance outcomes.  343 

******************* 344 

Table 1 about here 345 

******************* 346 
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Hierarchical Regression Analyses for the Post-training Phase 347 

A series of hierarchical multiple regression analyses was conducted to determine 348 

whether the type of training received (i.e., training condition) and perfectionism predicted the 349 

change in scores on each of the performance outcome variables. Age and gender were entered 350 

as control variables in Step 1, and the training condition variables were entered 351 

simultaneously in Step 2. To examine the extent to which perfectionism may have accounted 352 

for additional variance in post-training performance changes beyond what was accounted for 353 

by training condition, the variables of PC and PS were entered together in Step 3. 354 

Firefighting task.  355 

As shown in Table 2, although the amount of variance in accuracy change scores was 356 

not significantly explained by training condition, RPvC was a significant predictor of 357 

accuracy change scores, b = -0.22, 95% CI [-0.42, -0.04], β = -.29, p = .027, sr = -.28 (small 358 

effect). A visual inspection of box plots suggests that controlling for the effects of the other 359 

predictors, reduced-processing strategy-trained participants had a reduction in accuracy, 360 

whereas non-trained participants had an increase in accuracy scores (H2a). Over and above 361 

control variables and training condition, perfectionism explained 14% of the variance in 362 

accuracy change scores, ΔR2 = .14, F(2, 52) = 4.64, p = .014, f2 = .16 (medium effect), with 363 

PS being a significant predictor, b = -0.06, 95% CI [-0.10, -0.01], β = -.36, t(52) = -2.58, p 364 

= .032, sr = -.32 (medium effect). This suggests that controlling for the effects of the other 365 

predictors, participants with higher levels of PS had a greater reduction in accuracy scores 366 

than those with lower levels of PS. 367 

******************* 368 

Table 2 about here 369 

******************* 370 

 371 
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As shown in Table 3, PC significantly predicted latency change scores, b = 2.35, 95% 372 

CI [0.17, 4.47], β = .31, t(53) = 2.00, p = .048, sr = .26 (small effect), when controlling for 373 

the effects of the other predictors. This suggests that participants who had higher levels of PC 374 

might be expected to have smaller reductions in task latency than those with lower levels of 375 

PC.  376 

******************* 377 

Table 3 about here 378 

******************* 379 

 380 

As shown in Table 4, perfectionism significantly explained 15% of the variance in 381 

unique features change scores, F(2, 50) = 4.83, p = .012, f2 = .18 (medium effect). Both PS 382 

and PC were significant predictors, b = -0.14, 95% CI [-0.30, -0.03], β = -.39, t(50) = -2.72, p 383 

= .019, sr = -.34 (medium effect) and b = 0.10,  95% CI [0.04, 0.18], β = .37, t(50) = 2.48, p 384 

= .019, sr = .31 (medium effect), respectively. These results suggest that participants with 385 

higher levels of PS had greater reductions in the number of unique features accessed than 386 

those with lower levels, whereas participants with higher levels of PC had smaller reductions 387 

than those with lower levels of PC.  388 

******************* 389 

Table 4 about here 390 

******************* 391 

 392 

Although RPvC did not reach statistical significance as a predictor, t(50) = -2.27, p 393 

= .08, its semi-partial correlation with unique features change scores revealed a small 394 

negative correlation (sr = -.28). This suggests that after training, reduced-processing strategy-395 
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trained participants had greater reductions in the number of unique features accessed 396 

compared to participants who did not receive training (H2e). 397 

As shown in Table 5, perfectionism significantly explained 14% of the variance in 398 

recursion change scores, F(2, 52) = 4.41, p = .017, f2 = .16 (medium effect). Controlling for 399 

the effects of the other predictors, PC significantly predicted recursion change scores, b = 400 

0.50, 95% CI [0.09, 0.85], β = .31, t(52) = 2.05, p = .024, sr = .26 (small effect). This 401 

suggests that participants with higher levels of PC had greater increases in number of 402 

recursions made compared to those with lower levels. 403 

******************* 404 

Table 5 about here 405 

******************* 406 

 407 

As shown in Table 6, SvEBA was a significant predictor of changes in mental demand 408 

scores, b = 7.03, 95% CI [0.63, 13.03], β = .31, t(53) = 2.28, p = .032, sr = .30 (medium 409 

effect). This suggests that controlling for the effects of the other IVs, participants trained in 410 

Satisficing experienced greater increases in mental demand than those who trained in EBA 411 

(H3c). 412 

******************* 413 

Table 6 about here 414 

******************* 415 

 416 

CSI task.  417 

Controlling for the effect of the other IVs, RPvC, SvEBA, PS and PC did not 418 

significantly predict changes in accuracy, latency, unique features and recursions scores in the 419 
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CSI task. Moreover, both training condition and perfectionism failed to explain a significant 420 

amount of variance in these outcome variables.  421 

Although SvEBA as a predictor of unique features change scores did not reach 422 

statistical significance, t(52) = 1.96, p = .084, closer inspection of the semi-partial correlation 423 

revealed a small positive relationship, sr = .25. This suggests that a greater reduction in the 424 

number of unique features accessed might be expected from EBA-trained participants 425 

compared to Satisficing-trained participants (H3e). 426 

Only changes in mental demand were significantly predicted by SvEBA, b = 7.83, 427 

95% CI [3.07, 13.25], β = .46, t(50) = 3.66, p = .004, sr = .45 (medium effect). Training 428 

condition also significantly explained 22% of the variance in mental demand change scores, 429 

ΔR2 = .22, F(2, 52) = 7.57, p = .001, f2 = .28 (medium effect). A visual inspection of the box 430 

plots suggests that EBA-trained participants experienced a reduction in mental demand 431 

whereas Satisficing-trained participants experienced an increase in mental demand (H3c). The 432 

regression analysis of changes in mental demand on age, training condition, and 433 

perfectionism is detailed in Table 7. 434 

******************* 435 

Table 7 about here 436 

******************* 437 

 438 

Discussion 439 

Overview 440 

The aims of the present study were three-fold. Firstly, the study explored how the 441 

perfectionism dimensions of PS and PC were related to task performance, using complex 442 

decision-making tasks. Secondly, the study aimed to investigate whether training 443 

perfectionists in the use of reduced-processing strategies could counter their checking and 444 

maximising tendencies, thereby improving their decision-making efficiency. Thirdly, the 445 
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study aimed to determine if the benefits of such training could generalise to a similar 446 

decision-making task with a different context.   447 

In line with previous research, PS and PC were found to have differential 448 

relationships with task performance, particularly when the changes in performance at post-449 

training were measured. Although PC has not been linked to absolute nor relative 450 

performance in simpler experimental tasks such as proof-reading (Stoeber, 2011; Stoeber & 451 

Eysenck, 2008) and letter detection (Stoeber et al., 2010), the present study revealed that PC 452 

significantly predicted changes in accuracy, latency, unique features accessed, and recursions 453 

made using a more complex decision task.  454 

Contrary to expectations, training in reduced-processing strategies did not improve 455 

participants’ performance on most outcomes, except for a greater reduction in the number of 456 

unique features accessed. In fact, participants who trained in reduced-processing strategies 457 

decreased in accuracy on the firefighting task whereas participants who did not receive such 458 

training showed a slight improvement.  459 

This study also found differences in performance outcomes between the firefighting 460 

and CSI tasks. Specifically, training condition and perfectionism levels significantly predicted 461 

more outcome variables in the firefighting task compared to the CSI task.  462 

Effects of Training on Performance Outcomes in the Firefighting Task 463 

Although the relationship between training in reduced-processing strategies and the 464 

number of unique features did not reach statistical significance (H2e), the semi-partial 465 

correlation (sr = -.28) revealed a small negative relationship. Reduced-processing strategies-466 

trained participants had a greater reduction in unique features compared to participants who 467 

were not trained in these strategies. Participants in the EBA and Satisficing training 468 

conditions had been given lists – with features ranked by how frequently experienced 469 

firefighters used each one – to help them identify the more relevant features. The findings 470 
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suggest that, knowing which features were deemed more relevant, participants who trained in 471 

reduced-processing strategies might have focused on those specific features and thus required 472 

access to fewer unique features to formulate a decision than participants in the control group 473 

who had not been informed of each feature’s relevance.  474 

Contrary to expectations, compared to the control group, training in reduced-475 

processing strategies did not significantly predict changes in decision latency (H2b), mental 476 

demand (H2c), nor number of recursions (H2d) on the firefighting task. Furthermore, in 477 

contrast to Perry et al.’s (2013) findings, the present study showed that training in reduced-478 

processing strategies with relevance-ranked features predicted decreases in accuracy, and 479 

training without information on feature relevance nor reduced-processing strategies predicted 480 

increases in accuracy (H2a). 481 

In addition, the results did not show support for Hypothesis 3. Changes in accuracy 482 

(H3a), latency (H3b), number of recursions (H3d), and unique features accessed (H3e) in the 483 

firefighting task were not significantly different between participants in the Satisficing and 484 

the EBA training conditions. Moreover, contrary to the larger decreases in working memory 485 

demand suggested in earlier findings (Perry et al., 2013), Satisficing-trained participants, 486 

compared to EBA-trained participants, showed significantly greater increases in mental 487 

demand (H3c).  488 

In combination, these findings suggest that although participants who trained in 489 

reduced-processing strategies seemingly learnt to focus on the more relevant features and 490 

thus accessed fewer unique features, they were not able to determine the utility of these 491 

features in selecting the most appropriate option. Much like the less-experienced firefighters 492 

in Perry et al.’s (2012) study, the reduction in features accessed did not translate to 493 

improvements in accuracy.  494 
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Effects of Perfectionism on Performance Outcomes in the Firefighting Task 495 

Contrary to expectations, the results from the firefighting task did not provide support 496 

for Hypothesis 1. Perfectionism (both PS and PC) did not significantly predict decision 497 

accuracy (H1a), latency (H1b), recursions made (H1c), nor unique features accessed (H1d). 498 

These results are partially consistent with the experimental research findings using less 499 

complex tasks such as proof-reading and letter detection (e.g., Stoeber, 2011), which also 500 

found that PC was not a significant predictor of accuracy nor time on task. However, unlike 501 

the earlier findings, PS was not a significant predictor of accuracy nor latency.  502 

One possible explanation for these unexpected findings may be that the pre-training 503 

performance scores were based on only one firefighting scenario. Naïve to the firefighting 504 

task and left to figure out for themselves what the meaning or utility of each feature was, 505 

participants were likely to have adopted a similar familiarisation approach in completing the 506 

task, regardless of their levels of perfectionism. It is likely that even the less perfectionistic 507 

participants had to access most, if not all, features for the very first scenario. Not being 508 

familiar with the terminology nor range of values for each feature could also prompt 509 

participants with lower levels of perfectionism to make more recursions than they typically 510 

would with a more familiar task.  511 

One of the main aims of the present study was to investigate if training perfectionists 512 

in reduced-processing strategies would reduce their maximising and checking tendencies, 513 

thereby making them more efficient at more complex tasks such as decision-making. It was 514 

hypothesised that the improvements from reduced-processing training would be greater for 515 

participants with higher levels of perfectionism than those with lower levels of perfectionism 516 

(H4). Although there were no specific hypotheses made regarding which dimension of 517 

perfectionism (i.e., PS or PC) would be related to these improvements, examining the effects 518 

of each dimension on performance was another aim of this study. 519 
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Both PS and PC significantly predicted the change in the number of unique features 520 

participants accessed. As expected, higher levels of PS were associated with larger decreases 521 

in unique features accessed (i.e., greater improvements), but contrary to expectations, higher 522 

levels of PC were associated with smaller decreases.  523 

Although reduced-processing training did not result in favourable outcomes on the 524 

other performance variables, after controlling for its effect, perfectionism still significantly 525 

predicted changes in accuracy, latency and recursions in the firefighting task. Contrary to 526 

expectations, the present study found that higher levels of PS were associated with greater 527 

reductions in accuracy. There were no significant relationships between PC and changes in 528 

accuracy. In addition, contrary to expectations, participants with higher levels of PC 529 

compared to lower levels of PC recorded greater increases in recursions and smaller 530 

reductions in latency. There were no significant relationships between PS and changes in 531 

recursions nor latency. 532 

Overall, the findings suggest that reduced-processing training did not help participants 533 

improve on accuracy, latency, nor recursions made. Neither did such training help improve 534 

the performance of participants with higher levels of perfectionism more than those with 535 

lower levels of perfectionism. It might be concluded that perfectionists could not be trained to 536 

be more efficient decision-makers by reducing their maximising and checking tendencies 537 

through the use of reduced-processing strategies. However, results from the present study do 538 

add to the paucity of experimental research on perfectionism and performance on more 539 

complex tasks, and corroborate some of the findings from non-experimental research 540 

literature and clinical case studies (e.g., Ellam-Dyson & Palmer, 2010; McMahon & Rosen, 541 

2008). Although participants with higher levels of PC did not significantly differ at the pre-542 

training test scenario from those with lower levels of PC on the outcome variables, 543 

participants with higher levels of PC had greater increases in recursions and less reductions in 544 
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unique features accessed by the post-training test scenario. It might be the case that despite 545 

being more familiar with the task after completing six firefighting decision scenarios, 546 

participants with higher levels of PC still felt the need to look at more features and make 547 

more recursions before they could decide on the best option. This behavior would be 548 

consistent with the literature that perfectionists, being maximisers, require an exhaustive 549 

search before they can decide (Bubic, 2015). Consequently, the additional recursions and 550 

unique features accessed would then require participants with higher levels of PC to take 551 

relatively longer to complete the task than those with lower levels of PC.  552 

Participants with higher levels of PS had greater reductions in the number of unique 553 

features accessed but also greater reductions in accuracy. Previous research (e.g., Stoeber et 554 

al., 2010) has suggested that PS are positively related to the amount of effort invested.  555 

Participants with higher levels of PS and who received reduced-processing training, may 556 

have applied themselves more in using the ranked list of features as a guide and therefore 557 

made greater effort to access fewer unique features at the post-training test scenario. 558 

However, it might be possible that these participants also had lower accuracy scores because 559 

they used less unique features in their decision formulation, and without truly understanding 560 

the utility of these features. 561 

Generalisability of Findings Using the CSI Task  562 

Results showed that at pre-training, PS and PC were not significant predictors of 563 

latency, unique features accessed, nor recursions made during the CSI task. These findings 564 

are similar to those of the firefighting task and suggest that regardless of perfectionism levels, 565 

the participants who were all naïve to CSI, took a similar approach to formulating a decision. 566 

This may have been due to the novel scenario context with its unfamiliar terminology and 567 

utility of features.   568 
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Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research 569 

A strength of the present study was the recording of observable real-time behaviors as 570 

manifestations of participants’ levels of perfectionism, which supplemented the typical self-571 

report measures featured in most perfectionism research. The assumption was that if 572 

participants were seen to access more unique features and make more recursions, it might be 573 

attributed to their perfectionistic maximising and checking tendencies. However, these 574 

information acquisition behaviors may have been driven by other forms of individual 575 

differences besides perfectionism (e.g., low confidence in their memory; Alcolado & 576 

Radomsky, 2011), and measurement of such beliefs could be incorporated into future designs. 577 

We further contend that there is a growing need to examine the role of individual 578 

differences in relation to their impact in human-machine interactions, such as the use of 579 

Decision Support Systems (DSS). Many current DSS designs restrict the operator to a 580 

singular process of information acquisition and by inference, decision-making strategy. Such 581 

restriction exits irrespective of operators’ preferences and/or changes in cognitive demands 582 

that may arise during decision-making, which may lead to a sub-optimal collaboration. We 583 

posit that the impact of such constraints may be even more problematic for certain users who 584 

possess relatively rigid cognitive preferences, such as perfectionists. Indeed, we know that 585 

perfectionists experience a high degree of pressure to meet their high expectations, which 586 

creates cognitive dissonance when expectations cannot be met (Festinger, 1957). It is 587 

reasonable to presume that these users may experience a similarly strong degree of 588 

dissonance in instances where their affordance for information acquisition is significantly 589 

limited, for instance, when engaging with a reduced-processing information acquisition 590 

strategy.   591 

Ideally, a DSS should enable the application of a decision strategy consistent with the 592 

skills and preference of the human operator, provided that the preferred strategy is associated 593 
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with an acceptable level of performance (Morrison et al., 2010). Such cognitive compatibility 594 

will presumably increase the likelihood of smooth, incident-free collaborations between 595 

human and machine. Therefore, the successful design of DSS is likely to be contingent on a 596 

matching of the way individuals acquire and process information when using DSS, to the 597 

underlying processes which occur during unaided decision-making. However, ‘automation 598 

surprises’ (Inagaki 2008; Rushby 2002) can occur when there exists a lack of transparency at 599 

the human-machine interface, where either human or machine do not understand the 600 

intentions or strategies employed by the other, resulting in a failure to establish a sufficiently 601 

unified cognitive system (Hollnagel & Woods 2005; Lyons 2013). Transparency is further 602 

reduced in the rapidly emerging Intelligent DSS (IDSS) that rely heavily on artificial 603 

intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) techniques, which essentially render the 604 

machine’s processing strategies opaque to the operator (Innes & Morrison, 2020). As such, 605 

greater emphasis must be placed on the research and development of engineering methods 606 

that aim to reduce the risk of dissonance in human-machine interactions (Vanderhaegen & 607 

Carsten, 2017).  608 

Conclusions and Implications 609 

The present study is the first to explore the use of reduced-processing strategies as an 610 

intervention to improve the decision-making efficiency of perfectionists. Results showed that 611 

participants trained in reduced-processing strategies did have greater reductions in the 612 

number of unique features accessed. However, the other benefits of using reduced-processing 613 

strategies were not revealed. Nonetheless, the current study contributed to the knowledge on 614 

human-centred design and elucidates the factors that may influence the successful 615 

introduction and adoption of reduced-processing or other training strategies. 616 

As much of perfectionism research has relied on self-report data, this study broadened 617 

the evidence base by measuring observable real-time behaviours. It also extended the body of 618 
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experimental research on the effects of PS and PC on performance to complex tasks, 619 

suggesting that both dimensions are differentially associated with decision-making 620 

performance. In addition, the current findings point to some practical implications to 621 

improving perfectionists’ decision-making efficiency. For example, managers could guide 622 

perfectionists to focus on the more critical pieces of information (e.g., critical cue inventories 623 

elicited from experts; Johnston & Morrison, 2016; Morrison et al., 2013) but must also clarify 624 

and help perfectionists to understand why they are deemed more critical (e.g., cue-based 625 

training approaches; Morrison, Wiggins, & Morrison, 2018). Moreover, perfectionists must 626 

also learn to have confidence in a decision that is based on more limited information. Here, 627 

progress may be made via a greater appreciation of current developments in cognitive 628 

dissonance theory found within management research (see Hinojosa et al., 2017 for a review).  629 
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